
Fix the pulley 

Extend the frame Fixed block 

I ___________________ __ ___I 

Note that the direction 
should be the same as 
the picture 

Complete 

Single open assembly 

2 Pass the belt through the track and gear box 

Screw 

Lock the belt and connect the track to
the gear box

Assemble belt and Pulley 
1 

The belt aligns 
with the track 

I 

1 Start by inserting the belt 

:l 

5 

• • 
Lock the belt and insert the assembly 

Complete the assembly
Insert steel need le i n i 

8pcs per meter: '\' i 

L /l ______ � _____I 

·'·------------,

i I·-----------------'
Fix the lock when the ring is inserted 

Note: the extension arm of the single pulley is 13cm, which is not included in the 

package. 
If you need to install the single pulley, please choose the long arm accessories 

After the assembly is completed, use the hand to pull 
the pulley to see if it runs smoothly. If it is not smooth, 
adjust the tightness of the belt. 
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How to tell if the belt is too long?
Pull the gear box 

If you see a gap here, the belt is too long. 

If the belt is too short
You will have difficulty when inserted the needle connector

• 

Adjusting the Belt

No Gap

If the belt is too short, the buckle will come back out. Try again until it 
runs smoothly 

7 

Trimming
If the belt is too Iong, cut the belt and try again until the pulley runs smoothly
Note: This is a single gear system, please make sure not over-cut the 
belt as you cannot re-attach loose belts. Trim conservatively.

Installation 

0 

Fix the mounting bracket and 
the wall with self-tapping screws 

The spacing between the mounting bracket should be as shown 

Installation dimension 

Wall 140 

70 70 

Curtain 

250 

70 

250 

Unit:mm 

0 

70 

4 * 25mm 
self-tapping 
screws 

8 



DIV Curtain Track Assembly 

Completed Curtain track 

Curtain model: 

Finished Ieng th= wall to wall-(1 to 4)CM 

Wall mounting finish length= window size+20CM 

121: Curtain tracks= Finished length-0.lSM 

750: Curtain tracks= Finished length-0.14M 

Wall 

Gearbox Gearbox 

. . 
� 75mm� 

,._ ________ Finish Length --------

ke0ep atleast 5mm keep at least Sm� 

Curtain Belt 

121: The belt length=Curtain track length*2+46 gears 
750: The belt length=Curtain track length*2+48 gears 

Track 

curtain track length

Wall 

1 

Joint curtain track 

Loosen the screws,tighten the screws when connected 

____________ _Put tracks in joint ___________________

The track is in centimeters. When 

the minimum size of the track is 
1-Scm, use the 5cm track for

the following connection. 

Getting the right length for belt cutting

I 
I 

---------------· 

- ----,
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

•••••••••••••••••••••• I 

When the minimum size of the 
track is 10-6cm,Connections 

are shown in the figure above 

23 gears Track Length

(Track length + 23 gears) x 2 =
For the correct length for the belt.

2 

Lock the belt 

23 ears+track len th 

Mark Middle of the belt 

total Iength 

Note: 750 model is 24 gears +track length 

Assemble gearbox 
1 pass the belt through the gearbox 

4 

Fix buckle then insert it into the track 

Install components 

• 
• 

Insert the gear box into the track 

3 

Install the trolley drag card and belt buckle 
1 

The belt passes through another gearbox 

2 

Assemble buckle and pulley components 

3 

Insert steel needle to connect pulley and fixing belt 

Insert steel in each pulley 

Assemble ring and lock 

According to the length of the track, the ring is placed 

8 pcs per meter, and the lock is fixed after being placed 

4 




